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Detection and Representation of Scenes in Videos
Zeeshan Rasheed and Mubarak Shah, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a method to perform a high-level
segmentation of videos into scenes. A scene can be defined as a
subdivision of a play in which either the setting is fixed, or when
it presents continuous action in one place. We exploit this fact
and propose a novel approach for clustering shots into scenes by
transforming this task into a graph partitioning problem. This
is achieved by constructing a weighted undirected graph called
a shot similarity graph (SSG), where each node represents a shot
and the edges between the shots are weighted by their similarity
based on color and motion information. The SSG is then split into
subgraphs by applying the normalized cuts for graph partitioning.
The partitions so obtained represent individual scenes in the video.
When clustering the shots, we consider the global similarities of
shots rather than the individual shot pairs. We also propose a
method to describe the content of each scene by selecting one rep-
resentative image from the video as a scene key-frame. Recently,
DVDs have become available with a chapter selection option
where each chapter is represented by one image. Our algorithm
automates this objective which is useful for applications such as
video-on-demand, digital libraries, and the Internet. Experiments
are presented with promising results on several Hollywood movies
and one sitcom.

Index Terms—Graph partitioning, key-frames, normalized cuts,
scene, shot, video segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH digital technology becoming inexpensive and pop-
ular, there has been a tremendous increase in the avail-

ability of videos through cable and the Internet such as video
on demand. Recently, the Berkeley “How Much Information?”
project ([10]) found that 4500 motion pictures are produced an-
nually amounting to almost 9000 hours or 16 terabytes of data
every year. They further found that 33 000 television stations
broadcast for about 16 hours a day and produce 48 million hours
per year, amounting to 63 000 terabytes of data! Feasible ac-
cess to this huge amount of data requires organization and effi-
cient tools for browsing and retrieving contents of interest. Oth-
erwise, searching a sequential tape for a specific section of a
video would be time consuming as well as frustrating. Recently,
DVDs options include viewing a particular scene in the movie.
To obtain such a representation, a human observer is required
to watch the entire video and locate the important boundaries or
scene edges. However, manual content analysis is not feasible
for a large amount of data as it is slow and expensive. This fact
poses challenges to develop automatic means to locate scene
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boundaries and to determine a representative key-frame for each
scene in the video.

In Webster’s dictionary, a scene is defined as follows [20].

Definition 1: A subdivision of an act in a dramatic presen-
tation in which the setting is fixed and the time continuous
or
Definition 2: One of the subdivisions of a play; as a divi-
sion of an act presenting continuous action in one place.

The first definition emphasizes the fact that shots belonging to
one scene are often taken with a fixed physical setting such
as inside a studio. Several cameras capture the video at dif-
ferent angles with repetitive structure as the background re-
mains the same. However, this definition may not hold for all
scenes; outdoor scenes may be shot with moving cameras and
the background may change with time. Thus, a scene may also
be defined by the continuity of ongoing actions performed by
the actors. Utilizing these factors, we have developed a frame-
work to find scene boundaries which exploits both color and
motion similarities of shots. In our approach, we construct a
weighted undirected graph called a shot similarity graph or SSG
and transform the problem of scene boundary detection into a
graph partitioning problem. The undirected graph consists of
nodes that represent shots and are connected by weighted edges.
The weights are proportional to the shot similarities and com-
puted as a function of color and motion features of shots. The
scene boundaries are detected by partitioning the SSG into sub-
graphs using the normalized cuts to maximize intra-subgraph
similarities and minimize inter-subgraph similarities. Our algo-
rithm considers global similarities of shots to detect boundaries
rather than local similarities as do several related approaches
(See Section II). The proposed algorithm is robust to any local
mismatch between two shots that belong to two different scenes.
We also propose a novel approach to describe the content of each
detected scene by selecting one representative image from the
video. The next section provides an overview of related work in
this area. Section III discusses the computation of shot similar-
ities followed by the detection of scenes using normalized cuts
in Section IV. Section V discusses representing scenes with one
key-frame and our experiments on several Hollywood movies
and a sitcom are presented in Section VI. In this section we also
compare our algorithm with a baseline algorithm proposed by
Yeung et al. [24]. Section VII concludes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

A large amount of work has been done to structure videos
resulting in several video navigation tools for viewers. From the
temporal segmentation point of view, these approaches can be
loosely divided into two groups; shot based and scene based. In
shot based structuring of video, the idea is to first detect shots
and then represent each shot by a fixed or variable number of
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frames. Zhang et al. [25] proposed a shot detection approach
based on an image histogram which has been widely used in
the research community [6], [18]. Many researchers exploited
the information stored in compressed video files and achieved
good accuracy at much lower computation cost, for example
[11], [23]. See [9] for a comprehensive survey of shot detection
algorithms.

The next, higher level of structuring videos is to cluster sim-
ilar shots into scenes. Yeung et al. [24] proposed a graphical rep-
resentation of videos by constructing a scene transition graph,
STG. Each node represented a shot and the edges represented
the transitions between the shots based on the visual similarity
and temporal locality. They used the complete-link method of
hierarchical clustering to split the STG into subgraphs—each
representing a scene. Hanjalic et al. [7] used a similar approach
for shot clustering using a graph and found logical story units.
Linking of shots was done by defining an inter-shot dissimi-
larity measure using DCT images in MPEG compressed video.
An average distance between the shots was computed in the

color space and thresholded empirically. This deter-
mined whether or not two shots were part of one logical story
unit. All shots in between two similar shots were merged to con-
struct one unit. Javed et al. [8] proposed a framework for the seg-
mentation of interview and game show videos. Their method au-
tomatically removed commercials and detected hosts and guests
by analyzing the video structure and constructing a shot connec-
tivity graph.

Ngo et al. [12] proposed a motion based approach to cluster
similar shots to form scenes. Spatio-temporal slices of video
were constructed and local orientations of pixels were com-
puted using structure tensors. Each shot was represented either
by key-frames or by constructing mosaics based on the motion
pattern of slices. Finally, shots were clustered together by ana-
lyzing the shot color similarities using the color histogram in-
tersection of key-frames or mosaics. They used motion infor-
mation only to exclude moving foreground objects from mo-
saics and not as a cue for finding shot similarities as we have
proposed. Aner et al. [2] proposed a similar approach, creating
mosaics by registering frames of each shot and by eliminating
the moving objects. They used the rubber-sheet matching algo-
rithm to cluster scenes into physical settings within episodes of
sitcoms as well as across episodes of the same program. How-
ever, many genres of videos, such as feature movies, are not
limited to fixed physical settings, and therefore proper mosaic
construction and matching is difficult to achieve.

Rui et al. [14] proposed the construction of a table-of-con-
tents for videos. A time-adaptive grouping of shots was done by
finding the visual similarities between them. This similarity was
a function of color and activity features of the shots, weighted
by their temporal locality. Shots were merged together to form
groups by defining a group threshold and groups were merged
together to form scenes by defining a scene threshold. Zhou et
al. [26] exploited film editing techniques and discovered that
certain regions in the video frame are more robust to noise for
computing shot similarities. The clustering method was, how-
ever, similar to [7]. While [26] reported slightly better perfor-
mance than [14], both approaches fail to capture the global sim-
ilarities of shots in scenes. They found scene boundaries by de-
tecting the strongly connected components in the graphs based
on a one-to-one shot similarity criterion. Two major problems

Fig. 1. Segmentation issues with existing methods. Shots are represented by
circles. (a) Undersegmentation when shots of different scenes are similar. A
valid scene boundary will be missed due to an erroneous shot linking indicated
by the dotted link. (b) Oversegmentation due to continuously changing visual
content of shots. Scene 2 is oversegmented since links cannot be established
between the shots.

arise using such criterion: 1) a color match between shots of two
different scenes may falsely combine the scenes, and all those
in between, into one segment causing undersegmentation and
2) action scenes may be broken into many scenes for not satis-
fying the color matching criterion producing oversegmentation.
See Fig. 1 for illustrations.

We believe that the detection of scenes should not be based
on one-to-one shot similarity. Therefore, we consider compre-
hensive shot similarities rather than individual shot pairs. We
incorporate the full effect of surrounding shot contexts which
maximizes the intra-scene similarity between the shots of one
scene and minimizes the inter-scene similarity between the
shots of two different scenes. Our approach is not affected by
any mismatch between shots of different scenes. It incorporates
motion information together with color information of video,
which makes it robust to the aforementioned problems. Re-
cently, Obodez et al. [13] have also shown the use of a spectral
method of grouping video shots based on their visual similarity
and temporal relationship with experiments on home videos.
Our approach is similar to theirs in that we also exploit the
spectral structure in the affinity graph. However, it is different
in that we incorporate motion similarity of shots together with
color similarity which may not be consistent for a given scene
of commercially created videos. We also avoid computing the
eigenvectors. Instead, we use a recursive bipartitioning tech-
nique using normalized cuts. Although there are an exponential
number of possible partitions of a graph with nodes, only

partitions are permissible as a scene must consist of
temporally connected shots. This ensures that a solution is
achieved in linear time. Odobez et al. also approximate the
number of clusters before segmenting the video, however, we
do not put such a constraint in our approach.

III. DETECTING SHOTS AND FINDING SHOT SIMILARITIES

We first divide the video into shots using a modified version
of the color histogram intersection method proposed by Haering
[5]. We use a 16-bin HSV normalized color histogram for each
frame with eight bins for hue and 4 bins each for saturation
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and value. Shots shorter than ten frames are merged with the
following shots as being erroneous. Thus, the shot in the
video can be expressed as a set of frames, that is

where and are the indices of the first and last frames of the
shot respectively.

A. Shot Key-Frame Detection

The next step is to extract key-frames to represent the shot’s
content. Choosing an appropriate number of key-frames is im-
portant because only they will be used in scene detection rather
than all the frames in the video. We consider a variety of videos;
selecting the middle frame may represent a static shot with little
actor or camera motion well, however, a dynamic shot with
higher actor or camera motion may not be represented ade-
quately. Some existing approaches are [4], [21], and [27]. We
use a variant of the algorithm presented by Zhuang et al. [27]
which detects multiple frames based on the visual variations in
shots. Let a shot, , be represented by a set of key-frames, .
Initially, the middle frame of the shot is selected and added to
an empty set as the first key-frame (where the index of the
middle frame of the shot is ). Next, each frame within
the shot is compared with frames in . If it differs from all
previously chosen key-frames by a fixed threshold, it is added
in . This algorithm can be summarized as follows.

STEP 1: Select middle frame as the
first key-frame

STEP 2: for to
if
Then

where is the minimum frame similarity threshold that de-
clares two frames to be similar (generally in range 0.8–0.9). The

is defined as the color similarity between two image
frames, that is

(1)

where and are the HSV color histogram of frames
and respectively and . This method as-
sures that every key-frame is distinct and, therefore, prevents re-
dundancy. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows key-frames selected for shots
from a sitcom and a feature movie, respectively.

B. Shot Motion Content Feature

We associate a feature, with each shot , which is the
motion content of the shot normalized by the number of frames
in it; that is

(2)

Fig. 2. Key-frame detection. (a) One frame selected for a shot in a sitcom. (b)
Four frames selected for a shot from the movie “Terminator II”.

where . Due to the temporally changing visual
content in an action scene, the motion content value of the shots
is much higher than shots of a dialogue scene. Therefore, it
can be used as a suitable feature for shot similarity estimation.
Sometimes, the motion is due to the camera, for example a pan
or a tilt in a dialogue scene. In such cases, this quantity may be
misleading. However, the camera motion is generally slow and
smooth for dialogue scenes. Since (2) exploits the similarities of
consecutive frames, is very small for steady camera mo-
tion and its overall estimation is not affected much by motion
outliers.

C. Color and Motion Similarities Between Shots

As explained in Section I, shots that belong to a scene often
have similar visual (color) and/or action (motion) contents. Gen-
erally, dialogue shots span many frames and are filmed within
a fixed physical setting. The repetitive transitions between the
fixed camera views result in higher visual correlation of shots. In
contrast, shots in fight and chase scenes change rapidly and last
only a few frames [3]. In a similar fashion, the motion content
of shots also depends on the nature of the scene. Dialogue shots
are relatively calm (neither actors nor the camera exhibit large
motion). In fight and chase shots, the camera motion is jerky and
haphazard with larger movements of actors. For a given scene,
these two attributes are kept consistent over time to maintain the
pace of the movie. Thus, we compute the similarities between
shots as a function of their visual and motion content features.
That is, the similarity between shots and will be

(3)

where and are the weights given to each shot feature such
that . We used in our experiments
which provided satisfactory results. The between any
arbitrary pair of shots and is the maximum of all
possible pairs of their key-frames, i.e.,

(4)

where and are the key-frames of shot and , respectively.
We compute the motion similarity, , between two shots
as follows:

(5)

Thus, if two shots have similar motion content, their
will have a higher value. Note that both and
are in the range of 0–1.
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IV. SCENE DETECTION USING GRAPH CUTS

Graph partitioning techniques are known for their effective
perceptual grouping. Several algorithms have been proposed for
segmenting images based on pixel proximity and color intensity
similarity, for example, [16], [22] and [15]. See [17] for a recent
study of different graph partitioning techniques. In general, a
good partition is one that maximizes the total dissimilarity be-
tween the partitions and maximizes the total similarity within
the partitions. In this section, we first describe the construction
of a graph in which each node represents a shot in the video and
the edges are weighted by their similarity or affinity. Later, we
demonstrate the use of the normalized cuts to detect scenes in
the video.

A. Construction of Shot Similarity Graph, SSG

Given shots, we construct a weighted undirected graph
called a shot similarity graph, , such that each shot

is represented by a node, and an edge exists between all
possible pairs of nodes. Let be the edge between
nodes and with an associated weight which reflects
the likelihood that the two shots belong to one scene. It is less
likely that two shots farther apart in time will belong to one
scene. Therefore, the weight is made proportional to
the , as well as temporal proximity of the shots.
This is formulated as

(6)

where is a decreasing function of the temporal distance
between the shots. We chose an exponential weighting function
over a step function as in [24] for its relative simplicity and
neutrality. It can be considered a memory parameter in that the
ability to recall a shot gradually decreases with time. Thus the
weight decays with the temporal distance between the
middle frames of the two shots under consideration, that is

(7)

where is the standard deviation of shot durations in the entire
video. Fig. 3 shows against the temporal distance between
shots for different values of . influences the number of final
clusters or scenes. A large value would result in higher similarity
between shot pairs even if they are temporally far apart. With
smaller values, shots will be forgotten quickly, thus forming nu-
merous small clusters with fewer shots. One way of selecting
is to obtain a reasonable tradeoff between recall and precision
values. A segmentation with a large number of scenes is likely to
have higher recall and relatively poor precision and vice versa.
Fig. 4 provides recall/precision curves with different values of

for two videos. We chose which provided promising
results. Fig. 5(a) shows the shot similarity graph constructed for
36 min of the movie “A Beautiful Mind”. There are 219 shots in
the video. The similarities between the nodes are represented by
pixel intensities (lower intensity means higher similarity). The
diagonal pixels represent the self similarity of shots. The magni-
fied section of SSG shows that shots belonging to a scene appear
in the form of clusters. Fig. 5(b) shows a similar graph for one
episode of the sitcom “Seinfeld”.

Fig. 3. Temporal proximity weight, w(i; j), is an exponentially decreasing
function of temporal distance between two arbitrary shots, i and j. Note that it
decreases at a slower rate for larger values of d.

Fig. 4. Recall and precision with regard to the decay parameter d for (a)
“Terminator II” and (b) “Top Gun”.

Fig. 5. Shot similarity graph for (a) 36 min of the movie “A Beautiful Mind”
and (b) 18 min of the sitcom “Seinfeld”. Higher similarity is represented by
darker pixels. The ground truth scene boundaries are indicated with lines on the
lower right side of the diagonal. Note that shots that belong to a particular scene
form distinct clusters, as seen in the magnified section of the SSG.

B. Recursive Bipartitioning of SSG Using Normalized Cuts

We employ the graph partitioning technique proposed by Shi
and Malik [16] called normalized cuts. Starting with an initial
SSG, , we seek to partition into two disjoint sub-
graphs, and such that

and . Such a partition is achieved by removing the
edges connecting subgraphs and . In graph theory litera-
ture, the summation of weights associated with the edges being
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Fig. 6. Scene detection for (a) “A Beautiful Mind” and (b) “Seinfeld”.
Detected scene boundaries are indicated with lines in the upper-left side of
the diagonal. Out of 18 scene boundaries, 15 scene boundaries are identified
correctly in (a). In (b), 23 scene boundaries are correctly identified out of 28
scene boundaries in the ground truth.

removed is called a and it reflects the degree of dissimilarity
between the two parts, that is

(8)

A partition that minimizes the value is considered an optimal
bipartitioning of the graph. However, minimizing the value
does not always provide a globally optimal solution as it favors
cutting small sets of isolated nodes in the graph. To overcome
this shortcoming, [16] also considered the degree of association
of the partitions being created with regard to the parent graph.
Thus, the association of the graph is computed as follows:

(9)

where is the association measure of the graph and
equals the total connection from all nodes in to all nodes in

. The new degree of disassociation is the cut cost as a fraction
of the total edge connections to all the nodes in the graph and
called normalized cuts or

(10)

A partition is created for which Ncut is the minimum thus
satisfying both criteria: minimization of the disassociation
between the groups and maximization of the association within
the groups. Fig. 6(a) shows the scene detection for the movie
“A Beautiful Mind”. Our experiments provided results with
high recall/precision values even when applied to very different
genres of feature movies.

V. SCENE REPRESENTATION

A scene representation using one or multiple images is crucial
for building an interactive tool for video browsing. The purpose
of this image is to give viewers a hint of the height of drama,
suspense and/or action of the scene. Chapter selection menus on
DVDs represent each chapter by one key-frame. The creators,
who have complete access to the script of the movies, manually
pick a frame that adequately reflects the scenario. We present a
method to automate this task. Since this is a subjective process,
the choice of image may vary from one individual to another.

Although a lot of work has been done on detecting key-frames
for a single shot, detection of a single key-frame for a scene with
multiple shots has not yet been addressed.

We have observed that DVD chapter images have one, or
often multiple faces. One reason for this is to introduce as
many characters of the scene as possible. Rarely, an image of a
building or landscape is preferred to highlight the location of
the scene. Also, shots with less action are preferred. Thus, the
criteria for a good representative shot can be summarized as:

• the shot is shown several times (higher visual similarity
with other shots);

• the shot spans a longer period of time (longer shot length);
• the shot has minimal action content (smaller shot motion

content);
• the shot has multiple people.

These criteria are intuitive but require further justification. Since
computers lack the power of high-level human perception, we
are left with only low-level image and video features. We need
to numerically combine these features in a way that maximizes
some desired measure for qualified shots. We call this mea-
sure shot goodness and compute it as a function of shot vi-
sual similarity, shot length and shot activity. For each scene,
a fixed number of shots with the highest shot goodness value
are selected as candidates. Of these, the shot with the max-
imum number of faces is selected as representative for the cor-
responding scene.

A. Measuring Shot Goodness

Shot goodness is computed by analyzing three properties of
every shot; visual similarity, shot length and shot motion con-
tent. A quantity is first computed for every shot in the
scene which is the summation of [see (4)] with regard
to every other shot in the scene, that is

(11)

Note that is large if the shot is shown several times in a
scene. The shot goodness is then computed as

(12)

where is the shot length of shot and is a small positive
constant used to prevent division by zero. Note that (12) is de-
rived intuitively from the criteria mentioned above. The squared
value of is used in accordance with the first criterion to
give more emphasis to repetitive shots. is also proportional to
the length of shots which satisfies the second criterion. The shot
motion content in the denominator satisfies the third criterion.
The log term for shot motion content is incorporated to reduce
its effect on shot goodness.

B. Detection of Faces

We used the face detector program provided by OpenCV li-
brary [1] which is based on the idea of object detection initially
proposed by Viola et al. [19]. A classifier which is a cascade
of boosted classifiers working with haar-like features, is trained
with 24 24 pixel sample-views of human faces. We run it
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Fig. 7. Best key-frame detection in a scene from the movie “Golden Eye” with 18 shots. (a) First key-frame of each shot is shown with the shot number. (b) Three
key-frames with the highest shot goodness values. Rectangles show the detected faces in the images. (c) Compare the key-frame selected by our algorithm (right)
with the image obtained from the DVD (left).

with three scales to detect human faces. Although, the classi-
fier performs better on frontal faces, it is robust to lighting and
color variations. In the case of a tie or when no face is detected,
the key-frame of the shot with the highest goodness value is se-
lected. Fig. 7 shows key-frame detection for a scene from the
movie “Golden Eye”. More results are shown in Fig. 10.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We performed experiments on five Hollywood movies: “A
Beautiful Mind(BM)”, “Terminator II(T-II)”, “Top Gun(TG)”,
“Gone in 60 seconds(G-60)”, and “Golden Eye(GE)”. Each
sample was taken from the middle of the movie, 35–60 min
long, and digitized at 29.97 fps. We also experimented with 18
min of a sitcom, “Seinfeld(SF)” (without commercials). The
data set represent a variety of film genres such as action and
drama as well as a TV sitcom which has a different shooting
style from feature films. The experiments show that the algo-
rithm is robust regardless of the film genre. For each video,
two human observers identified the scene boundaries and the
intersection of their segmentation is used as the ground truth.
Chapter information from the DVDs is also incorporated to
evaluate the results. DVD chapters appeared to be the supersets
of scenes identified by human observers (see Table II). We
evaluate the performance of the proposed method with regard to
both sets of ground truth. No DVD ground truth was available
for the sitcom “Seinfeld”.

Table I(a) summarizes the data set and the results obtained
by the proposed method with regard to the human-generated
ground truth and also shows the number of false-positive and
false-negative scenes. Generally, the recall and precision values
provide a good assessment of any data-retrieval system. We de-
fine recall as the ratio of the number of correctly identified scene
boundaries to the total number of scenes in the ground truth. Pre-
cision is the ratio of the number of correctly identified scenes to
the number of scenes detected by the algorithm. To determine if
a detected scene is correct, we use the best match method with
a sliding window of seconds as the tolerance factor. Table I(b)

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATA SET AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH GROUND TRUTH

GENERATED BY A HUMAN OBSERVER AND THE DVD CHAPTERS

provides the result statistics with regard to the ground truth ob-
tained from the DVDs of each movie. While our final number of
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TABLE II
SCENE BOUNDARY DETECTION FOR THE MOVIE “A BEAUTIFUL MIND”.

CORRECTLY IDENTIFIED SCENES ARE MARKED WITH A CHECK

Fig. 8. Recall and precision of scene detection against the scene tolerance
threshold for the movie “A Beautiful Mind”.

scene boundaries is more than the ground truth, we believe that
a slight oversegmentation is preferable over undersegmentation
because split scenes can be combined by further analysis. While
browsing a video, it is preferable to have two segments of one
scene rather than one segment consisting of two scenes.

Fig. 8 provides scene detection accuracy against the temporal
tolerance factor for the movie “A Beautiful Mind”. In this
movie, the mean and standard deviation of scene duration are

and . Note that recall and precision
drastically change within a 3–18 s range and become steady

Fig. 9. Recall and precision with regard to the stopping threshold for 36 min of
the movie “A Beautiful Mind”. Our experiments show that good segmentation
is achieved when � is set between 0.6–0.9.

after 36 s. In other words, detected scenes are likely to be 20–30
s from the real boundary. We chose in evaluating our
system performance.

A. Computational Complexity

Minimizing normalized cut is an NP-complete problem. Shi
and Malik [16] proposed the use of eigenvectors for both recur-
sive partitioning and simultaneous K-way cut. Scenes, as de-
fined in Section I, are composed of shots which are time contin-
uous. That is, no two scenes have an overlap in physical time.
We exploit this fact and reject all such partitions that do not sat-
isfy the following constrain:

Thus, a cut can only be made along the temporal axis (along
the diagonal of Fig. 5). We apply a recursive algorithm of graph
partitioning so that at each step the graph is divided into two
subgraphs. The recursion is done as long as the Ncut value is
below some stopping threshold, say . With a large , more
scenes are obtained with a likelihood of large recall and small
precision and vise versa (see Fig. 9). In the first recursion, there
will be computations to find the minimum Ncut value. Let
there be and shots present in each segment. This
will require computations in the next
recursion. Thus, the overall complexity will be where
is the number of scenes in the video. Generally, .

B. Scene Representation Results

Fig. 10 compares our scene representation results using one
key-frame with those in the DVD menu. We observed that the
algorithm performs better for scenes with longer shots, such as
a dialogue scene. We acknowledge the fact that the selection
of one key-frame from a scene largely depends on discretion
and personal choice, therefore, automatic key-frame detection
is an ill-posed problem. A good example of this is in the movie
“Terminator II”. The frame chosen for the chapter “Meet John
Conner” was a close shot of two actors, whereas our algorithm
selected a frame with three actors. This may be preferable over
the original one, as it provides more detail about the scene. Sim-
ilarly, in the chapter “St. Petersburg, Russia” of “Golden Eye”,
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Fig. 10. Scene content representation by scene key-frames. Left: frames
obtained from DVDs. Right: automatically detected frames. (a) Detected
key-frames which are very similar to DVD frames. (b) Detected key-frames
which are not very similar to DVD frames.

Fig. 11. Comparison of proposed algorithm with the baseline (Yeung et al.).

a picture of a building is chosen to reveal the location, whereas
our algorithm detected a frame with people meeting in a room.
This may be a better representation of the context of the scene.

C. Comparison With a Baseline Algorithm

In this section, we compare our algorithm with Yeung et al.,
[24]. In their approach, shots are grouped into story units by
constructing a shot transition graph. The segmentation is fur-
ther refined by dynamically adjusting the temporal threshold
(called elastic) as explained in [24, Sec. 7]. The experiments
were performed with two different values of visual dissimilarity
threshold, and 0.20. We found that between these two
values, the system gave the best results. Their output suffered
from both over/under-segmentation problems. Fig. 11 shows a
comparison of both approaches.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel method for high-level segmentation of
video into scenes. We exploited the fact that shots that belong to
one scene often have similar visual (color) and action (motion)
attributes and transformed the scene segmentation task into a
graph partitioning problem. The proposed method is superior
to other graph-based approaches in that it considers all shots
and captures the global similarities rather than merely the local
similarities. Our approach is robust to local mismatches and
produces semantically meaningful scenes. We also proposed a
method to represent the scene content using one key-frame. We
presented extensive experimental evaluation on several Holly-
wood movies and a TV sitcom, which validate the proposed ap-
proach. Thus, we provided a complete system to organize huge
amounts of video without human intervention, which can offer
browsing facilities to viewers in electronic form.
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